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Introduces the newest addition to our offering:

NIXE FLEX
One of the slimmest linear on the market,
measuring only 3/8 inch width, NIXE FLEX
is a superior field-curvable linear that bears
exactly the same light features and
performances as its straight counterpart.
Available in 8 different increments from 1’’
to 8‘’, thus offering a range of minimum
radius curve respectively from 3° to 24° in
order to fit perfectly into its environment
such as curved wall, rounded bar counter,
wide column, vaulted ceiling, dome.
Fixture info

MILI
MILI™ can be perfectly embedded in the
retail furniture, such as display shelves, to
be basically invisible to the observer. With
its miniaturized dimensions and perfect
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light distribution, MILI™ revolutionizes
shelf illumination.
MILI is held in place with magnets, all
fixtures can be easily repositioned in the
system when required.
Fixture info

NIXE
The NIXE recessed linear LED luminaire is
one of the smallest on the market,
measuring only 3/8 inch - barely the width
of a fountain pen. It integrates its
environment perfectly and seamlessly,
without any apparent trims or edges. This
benefits aesthetic as well as functional
values, keeping the surface even and
diffusing light without interruption.
Fixture info

PIXIS STEM
The mini LED spotlight has a magnetically
assembled head which handles fieldinterchangeable optics of 18°, 24° and 41°.
Completely independent from one another,
each head can be fully rotated horizontally
and allows for an 80° pivoting angle for
maximum light control.
PIXIS™ STEM is designed to provide
focus illumination in many merchandising
applications. Compact in design but big in
light it’s ideal for application requiring small
yet precise lighting solution.
Fixture info
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